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interventions  8 
3.2. Implementation plan 
   
Jan Feb Mar  Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr
2016 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 2017 1 2 3 4
Catalan Bottom Trawling
Regular monitoring on board
Lights for fisheries Norw. Lobster
Gear modifications for red shrimp
Deep Vision field test
Sicilian Bottom Trawling
Grid field experiments
Tuscan Bottom Trawling/lights 1.6 1.6
On board observation/field test 1.8 1.8
Regular fishermen  visits
Adriatic Pelagic trawling
Partecipation in public consultancy 
Algarve Purse seiners
Improving pre-catch identification
Enhancing Survuival rates/slipping texts
Survival assessment 2  slipping methods
Meeting with stakeholders
N Aegean Purse seiners
Update discrd rates
Identification causes low discard rates
Balearic Boat Seines
Monthly stakehloders meetings




Regular Monitoring on board
Lights for fisheries targeting invertebrates
Selvedge test
Tuscan Trammel Nets
Selvedge field test 
Longline SWO Aegena Sea









































- Reduced sorting costs
- longer-lasting fishing gear (net)
- Considerably reduced amount of discards (both total 
discard and Annex III species)
- Non-significant reduction of main species catches

















1. Pre-catch selection: echosounder, sonar, skipper experience
2. Post-catch selection and release, comparing ‘early slipping’ techniques
• Standard technique practiced by Algarve PS fishers vs. modified 
techniques
• Modified technique with weighted floats
3. Survival of escapes
Standard slipping procedure. The catch is densely crowded inside 
the net and a combination of the weight of the catch on the net and 
wave action forces the floatline underwater, to a depth of <1 m, 
allowing some of the catch on the surface to spill out of the net
< 1 m gape opening
2 m gape opening
SPECIES / SIZE SELECTION – Pre-catch selection
http://minouw-project.eu/paulos-story/
Modified slipping procedure with 
increasingly large weights allow for higher 









































Square mesh (SM40) has contributed 
significantly to improve selectivity in Med. 
OTB, particularly for roundfish, although 
far from sufficient for certain species (eg
hake)
SIZE SELECTION – LIMITS TO CODEND SELECTIVITY
Codend SM40	
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SPECIES SELECTION – SORTING GRIDS
proportion	retention	indiv.	<	MCRS
http://minouw-project.eu/fisheries-exchange-norway/











SIZE SELECTION – PLAYING WITH TRAWL EXTENSION
• Testing T90	extension piece to	reduce	
bycatch of	juveniles	of	target	species
• Provisional	results show	that L50	
increases significantly for hake and	red	
mullets (although SR	incr.	as	well)
T90	before	cod-end










































































































SST in oC Spatial	effort	from	
AIS/VMS	fine	scale
Voluntary fisher uploads data 
Bayesian statistics
hi-res	(1	km)	near-real	time	
maps	of	potential	discards
Trawl	Discard	<	MLS	(observers)
Habitat	maps
19
http://www.minouw-project.eu
Thank you!
